
RASPBERRY PI BEGINNER PROJECTS

These Raspberry Pi projects for beginners have been designed to be as easy as possible with little to no Linux
knowledge or programming required.

Unless you have an older printer. More details on how to set this up can be found in this pretty comprehensive,
but easy to follow guide. However, limited supplies of the device have meant that many have been sadly
disappointed. Numerous operating systems have also been released that transform the device into a
high-fidelity music player when connected to a speaker, sort of like a more powerful, flexible version of
Chromecast Audio. You get a fully-functional laptop at the end of it to play around with. Read More AirPlay
speakers are great, but they can be really expensive. Leave yourself a lot of time to play around with this
oneâ€”it can be quite addicting! Set up Raspberry Pi as a VPN server A VPN allows you to mask your online
identity so your activity can't be tracked as you browse the internet, download content or participate in
conversations. Read More! You'll need to pick which software you use to power your server, and Apache is
one of the most popular options. Unfortunately, this one isn't for beginners, as you need to have knowledge of
coding, or at least some basic principles. Once you've got Kali installed, not only can you use it in your
security operations, you can also use it as a safe space to play around with new tools without risking damage
to your primary machine - although, as always, you should only be hacking targets that have given you
express permission. But what takes this to the next level is using your Raspberry Pi as a VPN server creating a
personal VPN hotspot to stop information about your identity being passed on to any website used on your
network. OK, so this may seem quite a lot, but at least you won't need to spend too much cash to start running
Windows 10 IoT Core. First, you'll need to set up the memory card for the Raspberry Pi you're using. Code a
Pong Game With no extra parts whatsoever, this is a very simple project for starting to code with Python on
your Pi. For instance, one team created a PiTank with a functioning ping-pong ball cannon, in a bid to
demonstrate the potential for PiBots. You don't need a licence unless you want to commercialise your
creations and only very limited equipment is needed. And the best part? Raspberry Pi to the rescue. The
software of choice for security operatives aiming to use the Pi in this manner is Kali, a Linux distro that's
specifically built for hacking tasks. Make the Raspberry Pi 3 10mm thinner A well-known hardware hacker
called 'Node' has managed to shrink the Raspberry Pi 3 down from 17mm thick to 7mm, calling his invention
the Raspberry Pi 3 Slim. It can play games from a wide variety of consoles right on up to the PlayStation 1 era
if you manage to snag some legal game ROMs, though the older the system being emulated, the better the
performance. Let's do it. The raspberry Pi foundation has created a handy guide to setting up an Apache server
on the Pi, which you can find here. You need to check out the Pi-Top , a creative kit that allows you to build
your very own laptop powered by the little Raspberry Pi. From installing the full Windows 10 operating
system on such a small piece of kit, to setting it up as a VPN server, creating a portal to power your guest
Wi-Fi and even developing a facial recognition platform, it really can power some pretty impressive projects.
Read More , instead. Ultrasonic Distance Measurement Another good hardware tutorial, this project shows
you how to get an ultrasonic sensor set up with your Pi and a breadboard and use that sensor to measure the
distance to other objects. Doing so can help your Wi-Fi signal reach the farthest corners of your house and
help wipe out dead zones. Because it has a built-in Ethernet port, minimal power requirements and the ability
to run any Linux software, it's ideal for sneakily integrating with target networks. It may not actually play
Nintendo Switch games or feature any of the fancy features like removable motion controllers, but as portable
retro consoles go, it's one of the more inventive ones. With Windows 10 IoT Core, you can run a stripped back
version of the operating system on the microcomputer. Cloud-based hosting is arguably easier and more
practical, but setting up a basic server is an excellent way to get to grips with server and networking
technology. You could also tweak the code to improve performance or change the game however you see fit.


